
In order to hold training in a manner that is in compliance with current guidance for group activities in 
NYC, we need to adhere to the following guidelines for in-person training attendance:

NYTri & NYTri4All 
Covid-19 Guidelines for 

In-person Training Attendance

All of the above is subject to change as the situation in NYC evolves. 
We thank you in advance for your understanding and for following these guidelines.
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Please stay home if you are feeling sick or if you have knowingly been exposed to someone 
infected with COVID-19 within the last 2 weeks.

We do not limit the number of people who can attend. But we do need to keep track of those 
in attendance for potential contact tracing purposes. For this reason, you must notify 
NYTri4All if you intend to show up for in-person sessions (by the evening before the 
foreseen training). Through the training notification, you acknowledge that you have read 
and agreed to abide by these guidelines during your attendance at the NYTri4All training.

No physical contact with your teammates. This includes hugs, handshakes, high fives, etc.

Please refrain from spitting and shooting snot rockets.

Masks are required during pre-training socializing, announcements, drills, and during the 
training whenever you can’t maintain a distance of at least 6 feet. If you show up without a 
mask, you will be asked to leave.

If the group is too big, we’ll split up into 2 or more smaller groups before the training begins.

For the training itself, we’ll split up into groups of no more than 5.  Even within your groups, 
please do your best to maintain a minimum of 6 feet of distance from the other runners in 
your group. If you cannot maintain the minimum distance, you must wear your mask, even 
while doing the training.

We must adhere even more strictly to proper park biking/running etiquette. This means 
staying to the right of the running lane and biking/running with no more than two abreast. 

If you test positive for COVID within 2 weeks of attending a training, you must contact 
NYTri4All immediately so that we can promptly notify every person who attended the 
workout about the positive case and so that they can take proper precautions. NYTri4All 
may also cancel trainings for the following 2 weeks to prevent any potential further spread.

If you see team activity that concerns you, please tell your coach.

This form must be filled out on the morning of each in-person session.

I acknowledge that I have filled out the form provided by the QR code and do not have any Covid symptoms:

To train, open the camera on your phone, scan the QR code and fill out the information from 
www.cdc.gov/screening/

Today’s Date:   Name:

Address:     Apt #:

Phone #:   Email:

Signature:


